SOP- Standard operating procedure for OS liquid & OS powder
OS Powder
1. OS powder is only for pooling oil or pooling oil on water, (not for sheen, use OS step 1 only
for sheen).
Apply OS powder heavily. Don't worry you can't waste it, it only uses what it needs you can
then reclaim unused powder.
Apply until you have white product visible on top of the spill. Leave for 15 min on a hard
surface, 1hr or longer on water.

OS Liquid
2. OS liquid is for old oil stain, oil odor. Oil flammability oil in any surface, oil in rock and
soil.
Apply OS liquid heavily. Saturate area with step 1. Repeat with step 2 before step 1 dries, (don't
worry you have plenty of time).
On soil you will need to dig. Rake or till the OS liquid down to the depth the oil went to. (OS
liquid will not magically find the oil). The OS liquid step 1 & 2 need to contact all affected
areas. No clean up necessary. Make sure the odor is gone, you can also do a TPH soil sample
to ensure the area is cleaned.
On hard surface, saturate area with step 1 The step 2, rub or agitate them into the surface, It
should turn white. If there is more brown than white, Add more step 1 & 2 right over the
top. Now,,, leave it, do not clean it up or wash away. For best results must be left for
24hrs. Repeat this process every 24 to 48hrs until the stain is gone..

OS liquid step 1 ONLY
3. OS step 1 only for rainbow/sheen. For sheen only
Apply OS step 1 only with a sprayer. Hand pump or powered.
Spray step 1 only on the rainbow sheen. The sheen will be eliminated on contact.
This encapsulate the rainbow dropping it to the bottom encapsulated indefinitely.
This will naturally bio degrade
Your water will be clean or free from toxic hydro-carbons.

